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nothing. The German kingdom was so little of an organised
State in the modern sense that everything depended on the
personality of its ruler, Henry IV was young, and suffered
from lack of experience and training. He was intelligent
and quick to learn, but too hasty in judgment and temper.
Though he sometimes exhibited the gentler traits of Henry
III he was more like his grandfather Conrad II, whom he
resembled in his outbursts of passion and his opposition to
Church reform. But it was dangerous for him to do what
was safe for Conrad. He had to build up again, and for this
he lacked the patience that Henry II had exhibited. He
was also lacking in his judgment of men, though indeed he
could hardly have anticipated the treachery which it was so
contixmally his fate to meet. His reign exhibits a series of
alternating ups and downs; only in the exhaustion of his
later years was there any stability,
n« pros-	However, it made all the difference that the minority
>cet* us ruler wag at an en<^ an(j tjiat ^e ]^ng himself was ruling.   The
power and prestige of a century of German monarchy did
not go for nothing, and there were many who looked to the
king for order and security, especially the bishops; though
no reliance could be placed as yet on the great metropolitans
others were faithful, and future appointments depended now
on Henry's own choice. Even the lay nobles, self-interested
as they were, had not as yet conceived the idea of creating
independent principalities for themselves, as their successors
were to do in the fourteenth century, and as some dukes in
France were already doing. Agnes had been unfortunate
in her choice of dukes, but she had been wise in one respect
They had not the necessary foundations—in personal domain
—within their duchies on which to build up a centralised
ducal authority. If it came to a conflict with a duke, Henry
could always be sure of support from within the duchy.
Saxony, at any rate East Saxony, was an exception. Here
there was a separatist tendency, not due to the central
authority of the duke but to the common interests which
bound the nobles together in their constant warfare with
the heathen Slav tribes and in the pride of their ancient
customs. They were willing to acknowledge the king as
their overlord, provided he did not interfere with them, but
they regarded themselves as apart from and superior to the

